2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

AD HOC
16 Members
(Resolutions are noted in the 600 series)

This Committee considers materials relating to physician practice / socioeconomic issues, affiliate dynamics, insurance and communication activities, and other items determined by the Speaker.

1. Sandra Cook DO, - Chair
2. Eric Goldsmith, DO - Vice chair
3. Gina DeFranco, DO
4. Karen Evans, DO
5. Lucas Hammell, DO
6. William Henning, DO
7. Jennifer Lorine, DO
8. Joseph Molnar, DO
9. Kristin Nelson, DO
10. Selena Raines DO
11. Ronald Renuart, DO
12. Dawn Tartaglione, DO
13. Esther Tompkins, DO
14. Sarah Wolff, DO
15. LeRoy E. Young, DO
16. Hallie Zwibel, DO

AOA Staff Support
Cindy Penkala
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS

8 Members
(Resolutions are noted in the 500 series)

This Committee considers the choice of words, phraseology, style and merits of all proposed amendments to the Constitution, Bylaws, and the Code of Ethics, and makes recommendations as necessary.

1. Elizabeth Palmarozzi, DO - Chair
2. Linda Delo, DO - Vice chair
3. Kevin Beyer DO
4. David Bitonte, DO
5. David Bollard, DO
6. Kenneth G. Borie, DO
7. David Tannehill, DO
8. Thomas Told, DO

Alabama
Florida
Michigan
Ohio
New Jersey
Vermont
Missouri
Colorado

AOA Staff Support
Josh Prober, JD
This Committee receives and validates the credentials of the delegates and alternates, maintains a continuous roll call, determines the presence of a quorum, supervises voting and election procedures and makes recommendations on the eligibility of delegates and alternates to a seat in the House when a seat is contested.

1. Scott Cyrus, DO - **Chair**
   New Mexico

2. Mark Eastman, DO - **Vice chair**
   California

3. Darlene Dunay, DO
   Pennsylvania

4. Melinda Ford, DO
   Ohio

5. Michael Kolinski, DO
   Michigan

6. Nancy Kragt, DO
   Alaska

**AOA Staff Support**
Jason Ouimette
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE
EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS
15 Members
(Resolutions are noted in the 200 series)

This Committee considers matters relating to osteopathic education, osteopathic colleges, postdoctoral training programs and other matters as determined by the Speaker.

1. Josh Lenchus, DO - Chair Florida
2. Craig Glines, DO - Vice chair Michigan
3. Stephanie Aldret, DO Louisiana
4. Stan Brysacz, DO Arizona
5. Lisa Chun, DO California
6. Donald Grewell, DO Montana
7. Nicklaus Hess DO Ohio
8. Adam Hunt DO Michigan
10. John K. Lynch, DO Maryland
11. Dana Shaffer, DO Kentucky
12. Kayse M. Shrum, DO Oklahoma
14. Dixie Tooke-Rawlins, DO Virginia
15. Alecia Wagner, DO California

AOA Staff Support
Maura Biszewski
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

2020-2021 JOINT BUDGET COMMITTEE
8 Members and BOT Treasurer

1. Ronald Burns, DO - Chair (BOT)
2. Teresa Hubka, DO - Vice chair (BOT)
3. Ernest Gelb, DO (BOT)
4. Ira Monka, DO (BOT)
5. Mark Baker, DO (Texas)
6. Stephen Bell, DO (Michigan)
7. Robert DeLuca, DO (ACOFP)
8. Wayne McBride, DO (Military)

William Mayo, DO (Consultant and COAP Chair)

AOA Staff Support
AOA Controller
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

PROFESSIONAL AFFAIRS
16 Members
(Resolutions are noted in the 300 series)

This Committee considers matters relating to osteopathic healthcare facilities, advocacy, legislation, membership and conventions, and other matters as determined by the Speaker.

1. Jeffery Postlewaite, DO - Chair
   Michigan
2. Joseph Zawisza, DO - Vice chair
   Pennsylvania
3. LeeAnn Brown, DO
   Florida
4. Matt Byington, DO
   Nebraska
5. Jeffrey Davis, DO
   Missouri
6. Joe Gorz DO
   Michigan
7. Ashley Hood, DO
   Mississippi
8. Katarina Lindley, DO
   Texas
9. Ralph Naftaly, DO
   Illinois
10. Lorenzo Pence, DO
    West Virginia
11. Joseph Podolski, DO
    Connecticut
12. Steven Scheinthal, DO
    New Jersey
13. Suzanne Sirota-Rozenberg, DO
    New York
14. Sean Stiltner, DO
    Ohio
15. William Swallow, DO
    Pennsylvania
16. Lisa Witherite-Rieg, DO
    Pennsylvania

AOA Staff Support
Eunice Lee
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

17 Members
(Resolutions are noted in the 400 series)

This Committee considers matters relating to public and industrial health, research and physical fitness, and other matters as determined by the Speaker.

1. Pamela Goldman, DO - Chair
   Pennsylvania
2. David Best, DO - Vice chair
   Michigan
3. Heather Aguirre, DO
   Texas
4. Annette Carron, DO
   ACOI
5. Michael Chipman, DO
   Illinois
6. Christopher Flanders, DO
   Hawaii
7. Dianna H. Glessner, DO
   Georgia
8. Janet Grotticelli, DO
   New York
9. Anna Hayden, DO
   Florida
10. Marc Kaprow, DO
    Florida
11. Alison Markley, OMS
    SOMA
12. Jessica Masser, DO
    Pennsylvania
13. Brock McConnehey, DO
    Idaho
14. Minh Nguyen, DO
    California
15. Hetal Patel, DO
    New Jersey
16. Susan Moore-Riesbeck, DO
    Indiana
17. Henry Wehrum, DO
    Ohio

AOA Staff Support
Sharon McGill
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

RESOLUTIONS

5 Members

This Committee drafts resolutions expressive of the sense of the meeting.

1. John Kowalczyk, DO - Chair
2. Jennifer Gwilym, DO - Vice chair
3. James Jempsa, DO
4. Chad Kovala, DO
5. Robert Soucy, DO

California
Ohio
Nevada
Michigan
New Hampshire

AOA Staff Support
Yolanda Doss
2020 AOA HOD REFERENCE COMMITTEE

RULES AND ORDER OF BUSINESS

7 Members

This Committee presents the agenda and recommends for approval such rules as are necessary for the conduct of the business of the House. The report of this Committee is prepared in collaboration with the officers of the House and is presented at the opening of the annual session. [Effective 7/2010, the Committee will also review and recommend acceptance of late resolutions for consideration by the HOD at its current meeting or deferment until the next meeting of the HOD.]

1. David Hitzeman, DO - Chair
2. Jeff Dunkelberger, DO - Vice chair
3. Gregory Allen, DO
4. Brent Sanderlin, DO
5. Brett Scotch, DO
6. George Scott, DO
7. Jasper Yung, DO

State Affiliations:
- Oklahoma
- Pennsylvania
- Rhode Island
- Texas
- Florida
- New Jersey
- Michigan

AOA Staff Support
Chaunessie Baggett
Josh Prober, JD